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Рассматривается бессеточный лагранжев метод сглаженных частиц в примене-
нии к многомерным задачам гидродинамики. Отсутствие сетки позволяет естественно
моделировать произвольные закрученные и сдвиговые течения, отделение односвяз-
ных зон и соединение многосвязных зон. Обсуждаются также некоторые двумерные
гидродинамические расчеты, выполненные в декартовых координатах и иллюстри-
рующие достоинства и недостатки предлагаемого метода. Результаты моделирования
высокоскоростного соударения достаточно хорошо согласуются с экспериментальны-
ми данными.

Introduction

Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a pure Lagrangian method that employs no spatial
mesh. It was proposed by Lucy [1], Gingold and Monaghan [2] in 1977 for astrophysical
problems. In early 90s Libersky [3 – 5] and Benz [6 – 8] extended the method to the problems
of continuum mechanics in which material strength is important. Besides astrophysics, the
method is widely used for impact simulations (see, for example HVIS-1994, 1996, 1998) [9 – 15].
This is probably due to the fact that the method cannot treat arbitrary boundary terms but
handles well the boundary terms typical of impact problems. Sometimes the SPH modeling is
not sufficiently accurate as, for example, in the case of shock waves. The limitations of the
method are discussed in [9].

The foundation of SPH is interpolation theory that allows defining a function by its values
in a set of points. SPH basics can be found in [2, 16 – 21]. A set of moving points (particles) is
considered. Mass, density, velocity, pressure and energy are known at these points. The moving
particles interact and can change their neighbors. The particles are “smeared” in space by a
spherically symmetric interpolation kernel with smoothing length h. The conservation laws of
continuum mechanics, in the form of partial differential equations, are transformed into integral
equations through the use of an interpolation function that gives the “kernel estimate” (mean
value) of the field variables at a point.

For hydrodynamic equations, the transformation from continuous to discrete form is im-
plemented for arbitrary function fj and its derivative by introducing a discrete analogue ∇fj
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defined from the equations:
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The SPH equations of continuum mechanics are as follows (their derivation can be found, for
example, in [22]:
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Here ρ is density, V is velocity, u is specific internal energy, P is pressure, Wij = W (xi −
xj, h) is the interpolation kernel; h is a measure of the width of the kernel or smoothing length:

∂Wij

∂xi
β

= Wij,β.

Our version of the SPH-method uses the kernel proposed in [22].
According to [18], the artificial viscosity has the form:

Πij =

{

(−αc̄ijµij + βµij
2)/ρ̄ij, if (Vi − Vj)(xi − xj) < 0,

0, otherwise,
(6)

where

µij =
h(Vi − Vj)(xi − xj)

(xi − xj)2 + εh2
(7)

and
c̄ij = (ci + cj)/2, ρ̄ij = (ρi + ρj)/2, (8)

α = 1.0, β = 0.5, ε = 0.01, ci and cj are speeds of sound at points i and j, respectively. We
computed using the Mie — Gruneisen equation of state in the form:
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The time step was:

∆t = 0.3
h

c + vmax

,

vmax is the maximum particle velocity, h is smoothing length, is sound speed.
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1. Calculations

All calculations were performed on the SGI R10 000 processor. The parameters of the equation
of state (9) are given in Tab. 1. Two-dimensional calculations were performed with a constant
smoothing length.

T a b l e 1
State equations constants

Material K1, K2, K3, Γ ρ,
Kbar Kbar Kbar g/cm3

Copper 1407 2871 2335 2.04 8.93
Aluminum 765 1659 428 2.13 2.71

Zinc 662 1577 1242 2.38 11.346

1.1. The shock tube problem

The problem presented here has an exact solution. The initial conditions are by Sod [23]:

0 < x < 0.5, ρ = 1, P = 1, E = 2.5, V = 0;

0.5 < x < 1.0, ρ = 0.125, P = 0.1, E = 2.0, V = 0,

where ρ is density, P is pressure, E is energy, V is velocity. The equation of state for ideal gas
is P = Eρ(γ − 1), where γ = 1.4.

Fig. 1, a, b and c show velocity, pressure and density profiles at t = 0.23. The calculation
used 400 particles. Initially the particles were uniformly distributed in space. Three runs were
made: one with a constant smoothing length and two with a variable one. In the first case we
used the algorithm of Benz [21] and that one of Steinmetz — Muller [24] in the second case.
The shock wave was smeared within the range of 6 – 8 particles and the contact discontinuity
within that of 14 – 16 particles.

a
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b

c

Fig. 1. Velocity (a), pressure (b), density (c) profile (t = 0.23).
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The calculation with the constant smoothing length gave the worst result. We supposed
the reason was that the masses of particles in the right and left parts of the region differed
by the factor of 8. To prove this we performed calculations using the above algorithms for 44
particles in the right part and 356 particles in the left one that provided equal particle masses
in the parts. Calculations show that in this case using a constant smoothing length gives a good
result, which is close to that one obtained by the Steinmetz —Muller algorithm.

1.2. The development of Rayleigh— Taylor instability

Consider a plane system of two layers of heavy and light fluids. An acceleration g = 100
is pointed from the heavy fluid to the light one. The computational region L in Cartesian
coordinates (XY ) is:

L = (x, y) | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1; −2 ≤ y ≤ 2.

The contact surface Y = 0 divides the region into two zones: with heavy and light fluids.
The contact surface is not perturbed. Instead we set the initial distribution of velocity vector

u(u, v) from the condition ∇u = 0. Below are formulas for the components of velocity vector,
which satisfy this condition:

U = Uo sin(kx)(2H(y) − 1) exp(−k | y |),

V = Vo cos(kx) exp(−k | y |),

where

H(y) =

{

1, if y>0,

0, if y<0,

k = 2π/λ is the wave number, λ is the wave length, Uo and Vo are the initial amplitudes
of perturbation. Heavy material: density = 10, sound speed squared = 2000. Light material:
density = 1, sound speed squared = 200. Equation of state: isothermal gas.

Fig. 2. The development of Rayleigh — Taylor instability ρ′/ρ = 10 : 1.
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The results of calculations are shown in Fig. 2. One can see linear and non-linear phases in
the growth of perturbation. The calculation used 50× 200 particles. This seems insufficient for
the detailed simulation with a constant smoothing length, however, the calculation captures
the essential features of flow except the inward eddying of “mushroom cap” by the heavy fluid.
We can expect that using a variable smoothing length and a greater number of particles will
ensure more exact simulation.

1.3. Cumulative jet formation

A 7.07-mm-thick copper plate impacts on a rigid surface at 4 km/s. The velocity is normal
to the plate. The angle between the plate and the rigid surface is 72◦. The calculation used
1522 particles. The initial distance between particles was 0.3535 mm. The smoothing length
was taken to be 0.707 mm. The calculation was run to 14 µs (Fig. 3). It took 1425 cycles
and 6 min on the SGI Power Challenge 10 000 computer. Fig. 4 shows how the maximum and
minimum velocities of jet particles vary with time. In accord to the hydrodynamic theory of
cumulation which basically proposes that jet matter is incompressible, the jet velocity is defined
as V = U × ctg(α/2) = 5505 m/s. Our calculation gave the maximum jet velocity of 6580 m/s
that differs by 19.5 % from this estimate.

Fig. 3. The generation of cumulative jet.

Fig. 4. Maximum and minimum velocities vs time.
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1.4. Explosion in the center of sphere

A symmetric motion of gas resulted from an explosion in homogeneous matter is considered. In
a 0.1-radius-sphere, the internal energy per unit mass is 10 · 106 (Fig. 5, a). In a spherical layer
from 0.1 to 1 the energy is equal to zero. Boundary terms: the velocity component normal to
the sphere of the unit radius is equal to zero. The matter is ideal gas of unit density and γ = 1.
We used 100 particles along radius. On the circle, particles were 0.01 distant from each other.
So, distances between all particles were almost equal. Totally 15 916 particles were used and
the calculation was run to t = 3.2 · 10−3. Fig. 5, b, 5, c and 5, d show the compression wave at
t = 0.202 · 10−3, 1.623 · 10−3, 3.255 · 10−3, respectively in the form of density distribution as it
plotted in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the velocity profiles at that the same times. Fig. 6 and 7 are for

Fig. 5. The compression wave at: (a) t = 0; (b) t = 0.202 · 10
−3;

(c) t = 1.623 · 10
−3; (d) t = 3.255 · 10

−3.

Fig. 6. Density profile. Fig. 7. Velocity profile.
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y = 0 and x > 0. It is seen that the compression wave moves from the center of the 0.1-radius
sphere. The wave is not spherical with strongly varying velocities in the region of expanding
gas.

1.5. Copper disk impacting on aluminum plate

The problem is taken from [4]. A 3-g copper disk (11.18-mm diameter × 3.45-mm thick)
normally impacts on a 2.87-mm thick aluminum plate at 5.55 km/s. The calculation used
16 272 particles: 96 × 30 = 2880 in the disk and 558 × 24 = 13 392 in the plate. We did not
use symmetry, i e. the calculation was made for real geometry. The initial distance between
particles was set to be 0.115 mm, the smoothing length was 0.23 mm. The calculation was run
to 6.4µs. It took 3551 cycles and 3 h on the SGI Power Challenge 10 000 computer.

The purpose of the calculation was to compare the hydrodynamic solution with the solution
obtained in [4] by a model that allows for strength and also with experiment [25]. Since the
impact velocity is rather high and we compare the shape of debris cloud below the bumper
plate, calculated results are expected to be close. Our result agrees well with that one from [4]
and experiment.

There is a good experiment for this problem in [25]. It is a radiograph of the disk and the
plate 6.4 µs after impact (Fig. 8, a). Both the matters can be clearly distinguished because the
density of copper is about three times higher than that of aluminum. Fig. 8, b illustrates the
calculation. The peculiar shape of the cloud consisting of aluminum and the remnants of the
copper disk is nicely captured by the simulation. The experimental and calculated figures are
scaled equally and one can use a ruler to compare various dimensions. Such measurements show
superb agreement between experiment and calculation.

1.6. The impact of zinc cylinder on zinc plate

Ref. [26] provides experimental data on the impacts of differently shaped zinc projectiles on a
zinc plate at different velocities. We chose test T4-1554 to verify our modeling of debris cloud.

Fig. 8. Impact of disk (Cu) on plate (Al), v = 5.55 km/s, t = 6.4 µs:

(a) — experiment; (b) — calculation [25].
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1.7. Experimental data

Test Т4-1554 [26] uses commercially pure zinc for projectile and bumper plate. Projectile is a
3.98-mm-diam-cylinder 14.15 mm long. A light-gas gun accelerates it to 4.97 km/s. The bumper
plate is 0.965 mm thick. The numerical parameters of debris cloud were defined at three times
(Tab. 2). T a b l e 2

Experimental data

Time, Debris cloud length, Debris cloud front velocity,
µs mm km/s

10.5 55.4 —
18.2 96.8 5.38
25.9 135.4 5.01

Fig. 9. The impact of zinc rod on zinc slab (10.5 µs after impact):
(a) — experiment; (b) — calculation [26].

Fig. 9, a and 10, a depict the experimental radiographs of debris cloud at t = 10.5 and
18.2 µs, respectively after the impact of the rod on the plate. Fig. 9, b and 10, b show the results
of calculation. The cloud consists of three parts: the main part is like a balloon, the remnant of
the rod in the balloon and a cone below the balloon. The length of debris cloud given in Tab. 2
is measured from the plate side opposite to the impacting rod.

1.8. SPH calculations

In the experiment described in [26], there was a second plate used for determining the size of
hole. We simulated only one plate because our goal was to compare the shape of debris clouds
obtained in calculation and experiment.

Two calculations were made with different numbers of particles. The plate was 40 mm long.
The first calculation totally used 9980 particles: 40×146 = 5840 in the projectile and 414×10 =
4140 in the plate. In the second calculations these figures were 19 554, 56 × 204 = 11 424 and
580 × 14 = 8120, respectively.
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Fig. 10. The impact of zinc rod on zinc slab (18.2 µs after impact):
(a) — experiment [26]; (b) — calculation.

Experimental and calculated results are shown in Tab. 3 and 4.
T a b l e 3

Experimental and calculated data
Time, Experiment Calculation 9880 particles

Debris cloud Debris cloud Debris cloud Debris cloud
µs length, front velocity, length, front velocity,

mm (%) km/s (%) mm (%) km/s (%)

61.63 (11)
10.5 55.4 56.54

∗ (2.06 )
106.03 (9.53) 5.94(10.4)

18.2 96.8 5.38 97.24
∗ (0.46) 5.28

∗ (1.89)
151.03 (11.54) 5.94 (18.56)

25.9 135.4 5.01 139.63
∗ (3.12) 5.505

∗ (9.88)

*At the cone vertex.
T a b l e 4

Experimental and calculated data
Time, Experiment Calculation 19 544 particles

Debris cloud Debris cloud Debris cloud Debris cloud
µs length, front velocity, length, front velocity,

mm (%) km/s (%) mm (%) km/s (%)

10.5 55.4 59.2 (6.58) 5.73
56.48

∗ (0.19)
18.2 96.8 5.38 103(6.4) 5.73 (6.5)

97.265
∗ (0.48)

25.9 135.4 5.01 148.03 (9.3) 5.73 (14.3)
138.1∗ (1.99)

*At the cone vertex.
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Fig. 11. The impact of zinc rod on zinc slab at 4.97 km/s (t = 10.5 µs after impact): (a) — SPH

calculation with 9800 particles; (b) — SPH calculation with 19554 particles.

Fig. 9 and 10 show the results of numerical simulation at 10.5 and 18.2 µs. Fig. 11 shows
the rod and the plate at 10.5 µs simulated with the different numbers of particles.

If compare experiment (Fig. 9, a and 10, a) and calculation (Fig. 9, b and 10, b), it becomes
clear that all the important details seen in the radiograph are reproduced by the calculation.
See, for example, the cone part of debris cloud. In the SPH calculation, there is a small drop
at the very front of the cone, which is absent in experiment. The cone is absent in the CTH
calculation described in [26]. In experiment and the CTH calculation, the diameter of hole
in the plate is equal to 10 mm while in the SPH calculation it is equal to 13.709 mm. This
disagreement can be due to not accounting for material strength.

In general, the calculation reproduces all essential features of experiment.

Conclusion

A computer code implementing 2D Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics has been developed. Results
for hypervelocity impact calculations agree well with experimental data. Several calculations
demonstrate the key features of the technique.

Further development proposes the allowance for material strength and 3D simulation.
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